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Principal Components Analysis

Click here for a GIF

Source: https://builtin.com/data-science/step-step-explanation-principal-
component-analysis

https://builtin.com/sites/www.builtin.com/files/inline-images/national/Principal%2520Component%2520Analysis%2520second%2520principal.gif


How to calculate the rotation?





We can choose which axis to discard by measuring variance:

var(x)≡ σ2 =
∑N

i=1(xi−x)2

N−1











Covariance matrix:

CX = 1
N−1X

TX





Data

Francis and Willis (1999)



Data matrix
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Covariance is similar to correlation
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eigenvectors

Eigenvectors in PCA are always orthogonal

Eigenvectors -> principal components
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Eigenvalues ∼ fraction of variance explained
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PCA is a linear transformation where the new axes are in direction of
with the maximum variance

PCA is a hierarchical coordinate system



Choosing the level of truncation (r)



The scree plot

Ivezić et al. "Statistics, Data Mining, and Machine Learning in
Astronomy"
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Choosing the level of truncation



Ivezić et al. "Statistics, Data Mining, and Machine Learning in
Astronomy"



Scaling of the data

First we need to subtract the mean

Than divide the data by variance

Alternatively, we can normalize the initial data (e.g. spectra)
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Significance of variables can be checked by performing the PCA without
these variables



PCA with missing data

Solved by weighted calculation of PCA (Everson & Sirovich 1995)

gap -> weight=0



Ivezić et al. "Statistics, Data Mining, and Machine Learning in
Astronomy"



A principal component analysis of quasar UV spectra

Paris et al. 2011, A&A, 530, 50



Problems with PCA

Large amount of memory required for calculation

-> Incremental
PCA
Problems with data interpretation -> simulations
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Non-linear PCA

Ivezić et al. "Statistics, Data Mining, and Machine Learning in
Astronomy"



Non-linear PCA

Source: scikit-learn manual examples





VanderPlas "Python Data Science Handbook"
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